AMIA’s Silver Light Award

AMIA’s Silver Light Award recognizes outstanding professional achievement in the field of moving image archiving. Individuals, institutions, and organizations are eligible for the Silver Light Award.

The award may be for contributions over an extended period or for a single outstanding contribution. Areas of achievement may include creative leadership or innovation benefiting the field; service beyond their own institution at the state, and national/international level; leadership effecting positive changes in the profession; writings or publications, preservation and restoration projects, innovations that have resulted in significant impact or advancement of the field; exhibition of exceptional courage for the benefit of moving image collections or the field. Nominees need not be AMIA members. The award may be given posthumously.

AWARD RECIPIENTS
2022   Rick Prelinger
2020   Mona Jimenez
2019   Eddie Richmond
2018   Ken Weissman
2017   Robert Gitt
2016   Jean-Louis Bigourdan
2015   Russ Suniewick and Nancy Suniewick
2014   Robert J. Heiber
2013   Northeast Historic Film
2012   Susan Dalton
2011   Ralph Sargent
2010   Kevin Brownlow
2009  William S. O'Farrell
2008  Toni Treadway and Bob Brodsky
2007  David Shepard
2006  Sam Kula
2005  Alan Kattelle
2004  David Francis
2003  Ray Edmondson
2002  James Reilly
2001  David Cleveland
2000  Howard Walls
1999  William T. Murphy
1998  James Wheeler
1997  Dan Den Bleyker
1996  Paul Spehr
1995  Hugh Taylor
1994  Eileen Bowser